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T ·a lk of the Town: Luncheon:' a't the Waldorf
,

Fordham's Law Alumni Association hosted
its Thirty-First Annual Lun'cheon at the
Waldorf-Astoria on Saturday. March Fir.~!.
Dean McLaughlin delivered the State of the
Law School address. John D. Feerick '6 1
received the Association's Award oj'
Achievement and F . Lee Bailey gave the
Keynote Address. The --news story on this
event didn 't make the deadline but Fqshion
and Food Editor. Dashing Dan Heyman
managed to file his repor·t on the social
aspects oJ the gala affair.

I

John Feerick

by Daniel Heyman
Being a man about town and Bon Vivant,
I am often invited to attend the various func·
tions and gala affairs that make New Yor-k a
favorite of high society. Thus it surprised
me not that my presence was requested at
the Thirty-First Annual Luncheon of the
Fordham Law Alumni Association at the
Waldorf-Astoria. I was delighted with the invitation, but slightly disconcerted by the
fact that I )Vould have to ,t ravel all the way
out to Astoria so early on a Saturday morn-

ing. Such a trip, I thought, might be as
unpleasant as the one out to the Lubavitcher
Yom Kippur Breakfast at Lenny's Clam Bar
on Cross bay Boulevard. My rears were
aJlayed when I learned that the Waldorf had
moved lock. stock and barroom, to Manhattan,
/
I awoke Saturday morning to the strains
of the telephone's ring. It was my Editor,
Gwyneth MacKenzie Murphy, informing me
that it was time to awake and face the day. I
realized that this might be difficult, as I had
drifted into blissful sleep only two hours
before. You see, readers, I had long ago concluded that in order to maintain the jet set
lifestyle to which I had become accustomed,
I would have to sell myself into indentured
slavery behind the stick-at a fashionable
West Side' watering hole. As a result, I have
not seen the light of day on a Saturday for
nearly three years. In any case, I <1uickly
donned my Giorgio Armani tuxedo, and flew
out the door.
I was a bit tardy in my'arrival as my cab

driver had also forgotten that the Wa1dorf
had moved, and I had not noticed his error
until we were halfway across the Queensboro Bridge. By the time I got to the hotel,
the coat checliing ceremony had already
commenced. I quickly rubbed elbows with
countless notables, waved to Professor
Sims and glided upstairs in search of a libation.
As I reached the top of the stairs I bumped
into Clare Hogenauer, Class of '73. She
recognized me immediately, althol,lgh she
was clearly unsure of the circumstances of
our acquaintance. I reintroduced myself
and informed her that I knew her as a customer of my father's hardware store and
had once serviced her shopping cart. We
talked a bit and then repaired to the area
where potables were being administered to
the' guests.
The decline of the Waldorf was amply evidenced by their adoption of the declasse
practice of selling their guests little tickets
continued on page 8
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,Shaw Honored by BALSA

TICKET TO RIDE: Dean McLaughlin picks a winning ticket in the rarn~
that sent Fordham Law Women to San Francisco.

by Gwyneth Murphy
On Friday evening, February
22Qd, forty Fordham graduates
and students gathered for the Second Annual Black Alumni Reception, and the presentation of the
first Ruth.. Whitehc:Jld Wha.ley
Award. The Fordham chapter of
the Black American Law Student
Association <BALSA) hosted the
event, which was held in the
Lowenstein faculty lounge. A cocktail hour and tasty buffet supper preceded the evening's program.
,
Val Arturo Henry 3E, chairperson of BALSA, welcomed the
guests and introduced Dean
McLaughlin. The Dean welcomed
the graduates back to Fordham,

noting the fine record of
Fordham's Black graduates,
"many of whom are present
tonight." he then addressed the
serious lack of minority students at
Fordham.
~cLaughlin acknowledged the
fact that "despite Fordham's
eagerness to attract minorities, we
have been lax in our effort to
recruit qualified minority
students." The Dean explained
that there are only three people in
the Admissions Office-Dean
Moore and two secretaries.
"Despite the more than admirable
job that the Admissions Office does
processing 4,000 applications for
the 360 spaces in the first year
class, the work required to process

Finlay Meets the Press
by Mitchell Shron
Continuing his practice of
"keeping in -touch with the
students," the Rev. James C.
Finlay, S.J., President of the
University, met with editors of
Fordham's student publications
at his Lincoln Center office on
February 20th. The meeting
gave editors a chance to discuss
problems and policies over a
glass or two of sherry. The
topics ranged from the University's outlook in general to Law
School problems in particular.
The major concern of all is
the growing lack of space, both
at Rose Hill and Lincoln Center.
There is a growing need for
housing at Rose Hill, both on
and off campus. The housing
situation is not limited to uptown. President Finlay explained that the University is
presently .seeking midtown
housing_ As ~ny casual apartment hunter knows, the difficulties involved are- st~gger
ing. Housing within the immediate area of Lincoln Center

has become increasingly luxury
oriented, driving the prices increasingly higher.
One of the options which the
University is looking into is acquiring rent-controlled apartments on West End Avenue and
waiting for openings, then slowly filling in the vacancies with
students. This is a long range
project, but is less expensive
than building new housing.
When the President last mee
with the editors, he revealed
plans to expand the physical
plant of the Law School by 20
per cent. Tire probable direction
of the expansion will be towards
Columbus Avenue, taking away
what little 'campus' we have,
but ~iving us more classroom,
office and student space. This
increase in square footage will
. enable the Law School to hire
new faculty, and constuct new
classroom, whose design will be
more conducive to learning.
. On the ever popular topic of
finances, the President once

more asserted that the tuition
hikes are sorely needed to meet
ever-rising expenses. He reiterated that the idea that the
Law School pays more than its
share is a myth, citing the fact
that of all the schools,. only the
Law School is allowed to solicit
funds for itself. On the whole,
the President said, the University is operating in the black.
President Finley wholeheartedly endorsed the
Law School ' s efforts to
establish combination degrees
with the other schools at Lincoln Center. The administration
is '.!.all for it." Noting an inadequate use of our resQUrces,
Finlay said he would' be
delighted to see such an exchange between school~~ opening up lines of communications.
When questioned on his opinion of the Selective Service,
President Finlay replied that
naturally he was against war,
but he still feels that our coUntry needs a draft to show its
preparedness. Whcm asked

, Reverend James C. Finlay, S.J.
about women's role in the draft;
he responded that if women are
to play the role in our society
that they want, then they should
be drafted, although he would
by no means rejoice in such an
action.
In addition to The Advocate,
representatives of the other
Lincoln Center 'p apers Evex
and Review, and Rose Hill's publications, The Ram, The Paper,
and ))ormistory, were also present.

this many applications does not
leave milch time for recruitment."
The Dean concluded by asking
the alumni/ae present to spread
the word about Fordham, and that
"if you know young people who
may be interested in Fordh3m,
please encourage them to apply
and attend Fordham Law School."
Following the Dean's remarks,
Herman W. Whaley presented the
First Ruth Whitehead Whaley
Award to Justice James H. Shaw
'50, of the Kings County Supreme
Court. The award is "given to a
deserving alumnus for service to
the legal community," in honor of
Mr. Whaley's mother. Ruth
Whitehead Whaley '24 was the first
Black woman to graduate from the
Law School. (See Box, page 6)
Mr. Whaley, who is Field Offic
Director for the .New York State
Department of Commerce, said
that Fordham had played an extremely important role in his
mother's life, and that she would
have been very proud that this
award was named in her honor.
"Of all the recognition and awards
she could have and did receive,
this would have m~nt ~e most to
her. "
After he accepted the award,
Justice Shaw spoke about the excellence of Fordham and the need .
for its graduates to work for the
school. He pledged that he would
increase his efforts to work for the
school and to encourage applications. He extended an invitation to
the students present to come to his
chambers if he could do anything
for tbem . "'Fordham Law School'
is all the introduction you need."
Justice S.haw spoke to The Advocate last week, and said that
"Fordham's gift to us is the skill to
serve in a very special and gratifying way. On the scales of eternity,
'service is the.rent we pay for room
in this world." The Justice's son
Peter is a member of the first year
class (Section 9), He said that "law
school is a greai experience," and
continued on paKe 4
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Draft

The Untimeliness' of Exams
The Fordham approach to scheduling of exams is truly curious. Why 10
am and 4 pm? Why late morning to midafternoon and late afternoon to
the middle of the evening? And most importantly, why so rigid? The time
of exams should reflect the length of the exam and the students taking it.
The vast majority of exams are only three hours in length. Only a handful of required courses plus New York Practice and Income Tax are four
hours. The scheduling should reflect that. Those three haUl: exams should
begin at 9 am or 1 pm. That way, the student is left with an entire morning
or afternoon free. Four-hour exams should begin at 9 am or 2 pm.
Exams for night student~ shoulabe ilt night. Clearly ~his is the most
convenient time for them and any day students in those classes Will just
have to be inconvenienced. Four o'clock is not a compromise. Does
anybody think that the jobs night students have to support themselves
and their families disappear or close down at 3:30 just because it's exam
time? Night exams should begin at 6 (for 3-hour exams) or 5 (for 4-hour
exams>; Convenience to the proctors should not be a consideration.
We have previously discussed various problems of scheduling courses
and providing information r~lated thereto. This area is the responsibility
of Dean Hanlon. We would be he~rtened to see him apply some effort and
imagination to solving some of these problems.
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The Disgrace of Minority Admissions
' The first Black woman to practice law in New Yo~k State graduated
from Fordham. Surely this speaks for a history of encouraging members
of minorities to enter the profession. Or was it a fluke? One need only take
a look around to.see that we are a lily-white school. It is a'disgrace for a
school in the middle of New York City to have as little ethnic diversity as
this place does. When Dean McLaughlin spoke at the BALSA dinner
several weeks ago, he acknowledged that the Admissions Office does little recruiting .. Ana he made it clear why: Dean Moore and two secretaries
process over four thousand applications per year. N.Y.V.'s Admissions
Office has a staff of 10. Columbia"'s has a staff of 6 (full-time) . .
The Dean didn't say why more minority students whom Fordham accepts don't accept Fordham-but one reason is obvious: Fordham does
not give Qut financial aid until the winter of first year. This is because the
. . same three people who handle the 4000 applications handle financial aid.
Columbia and N.Y.V. have separate Officers for Financial Aid.
Once again, weare comparing what Fordham doesn't do to what Columbia and N.Y.U. do do. Once again, the Law School administration
"cannot be blamed" for their failur.e to accomplish what Rose Hill won't
pay for. Enough is enough. If the administration of this Law School is
really concerned about the lack of minority students; then they ·should
make it a first priority when talking money to Rose. Hill. Certainly the
fact that, as minority enrollment goes, we are in last place within Fordham, is persuasive. That. applications- ris~ sharply each year, making
Fordham the fifth hardest school in the country to get into, (thus doing a
lot for the reputation of the University), and the consequent need for
more .{\dmissions staff, is persuasive.
We're waiting for the .day when all one has to do is look ~round to know
that .Fordham encQuragp-s minority students to enter the field of law.

GOOD LVCK TO THE WAGNER TEAMS!

I
-

Last Month's .C itewinner
was H-owie Konar

ductions could begin only 13 days sooner
. with registration, and tbat peacetime '
registration would not get troops into 'battle
fasterln an emergency are plainly and
simply not true. B~timates are that
without registration, the first conscripts
could not report for training until 90-100
days after the outbreak of hostilities. In the
average 14 weeks it would take to train
them, our small standirg armed forces and
the anemic reserves ve'r y easily could lose a
war, no matter how valiantly and proficiently they fight.
The ACLU's stance on draft registration is
typical of its jealous, quixotic protection of
the rights guaranteed by our Constitution. A
well-meaning bur severely misguided
organization, it would risk our security as a t
nation'and a society in order that we not be
required to give me government our names
and addresses. It would do us all well to bear
in mind the sage words of an eminent jurist:
"Men born to freedom are naturally alert to
repel invasion of their liberty by evil:
minded rulers-: The greatest dangers to
liberty lurk in insidious encroachment by
men of zeal, well-meaning but without
understanding." Olmstead v. United States,
'1:77 U.S. ~38 , 479 (928) (Brandeis, J., dissenting>.
Sincerely,
Jonathan J . Klein, 3A
FLS '80

Dear Editor:
". The aQti-draft diatribe of the N'YCLU's
Gara LaMarche <February 27, 1980) is ·a
good_example of civil libertarianism carried
ad absurdum . Ironically, if followed, tpe
ideas expressed in the article would jeopar·
dize the very way of life that our Constitution has established for us.
The notion that the draft is a form of involuntary servitude is totally without legal
foundation or precedent in nearly 200 years
of constitutiona) int~rpretation. It merely
reveals Mr. LaMarche's prejudice against
military service, which is based on reasons
on which I will . net speculate. While he
makes the dubious claim that the distinction
between registration and actual conscription is illusory, what is truly illusory is his
list of things tha(threaten a "massive invasion of privacy." Imagine the horror of having to carry an ID card at all times and having to notify the draft board of a change.of
address . That's ' almost as burdensome as
carrying . a driver's license when driving,
and as harmful to privacy as renewing a
magazine subscription! We routinely notify
the mailman , telephone company, and Con Edison when we leave the country temporarily, and we tell the IRS that we have
Dear .Editor :
changed jobs. In order to enroll in college,
I think the main reason nobody brings up
an 18-yea~-0Id has ·to undergo a physical exhomosexual rights in their natural, so to
amination, reveal physical disabilities, .and
speak, context is that, unlike blackness and
be classified 'mentally by the Educational
femaleness, hom{)sexuality doesn 't
Testing Service. What a terrible assault on
definitively
show in any universally-agreedone 's constitutional rights! And what a
upon
fashion
. In fact, normally the only way
catastrophe it would be for the government
to know for sure if somebody is gay is to be
to search the public record b-y computer,
told first-hand , a rare event, I'm told, for
(which is apparently more sinister than dostraight
folks. Therefore, anyone can be,
ing the job manually) , to find out how old we
and often is, suspected of being gay and subare. Threats to personal privacy? Obviously
jected to the consequences of the labeL This
not, but the ACLU would have us believe
fact has two consequences.
such nonsense.
First, it means that one generally avoids
Mr . LaMarche decries the fact that it is a
raiSing
the subject verbally, out of fear of
criminal offense to disobey the verdict of a
appearing to'have too personal a stake in it.
draft board rendered without counsel and
Thus both homosexuals and heterosexuals
not judicially reviewed before induction.
have strong motivation to be silent; if we
While this appears unjust, reality dictates
are silent, most' of us "pass" most 'Of the
that injecting counsel and judicial review intime.
The second. consequence has been
to the draft machinery would invite hearpointed out by feminists : the label <libel?)
ings and appeals en masse, creating an initself, rightly or wrongly applied to sotolerable impediment to national
nieone's private sexual pr~ferences and/or
preparedness, especially in wartime, but
conduct, has a distinct public, quasi-police
ev~n in peacetime. And since we are in
as well - keeping all men and
effect,
"peacetime," it is alleged that no need for
women strongly motivated, u.nder threat of
registration now exists. President Carter
ridicule or worse, to restrict their public
called for registration because, with the
behavior to their respective sex-~tereotyped
Soviets invading a sovereign nation with imspheres.
Thus it would seem to be in the inpunity, perceiving our Armed Forces as no
.
terest
of
personal liberty for all of us,
deterrent, and with a small band of Iranian
straight and gay, to work for homosexual
militants and a madman holding Uncle
rights .
Sam's feeUo the fire, there is a need to be
I don't think the consensus at Fordham is
better prepared than we are. The , need
that gays don't exist; the silence and apstares us in the face and cries out to be
parent indifference seem very l6iid. I '
satisfied. Apparently, the ACLU would not
suspect the general interest is fairly acute,
concede the need until there is an amwith much of it hostile. <On the other hand, r
phibious enemy assault at the foot of 62nd
could be totally wrong - such unnatural
Street. Most responsible citizens do not want
silence as we have here is conducive to gay
to wait that long before starting meaningful
paranoia. But I think I'm right.)
defense preparations.
I'm grateful to whomever wrote the
The ACLU is virtually alone in its belief in
anonymous
article in this paper, even
the success of the All Volunteer Force. The
though
it
may
initially open up a can of
lower court-martial and -desertion rates,
worms . I'm also glad, under the cir. which are by no means the only indicators of
cumstances, that it was written anonymousthe state of morale and discipline, ' are true
ly. A signed piece could be matched up with
of any peacetime armed force that has a
a particular face and personality, analyzed
modicum of discipline. The seemingly inin those individual terms, and dismissed as
significant 1.5% shortfall in enlisted
the
product of that particular neurotic. Instrength translates to roughly 20,000 troops,
stead,
we are left only with the content of the
and that void hurts. And that figure does not
article,
and with the feeling that its author
include the 500,000 vacancies in the "Ready"
might be sitting next to us at any time. What
Reserve, nor does it recognize that authorizfun, for a change, to, be ubiquitous rather
ed strength levels are already at a bare
.
than invisible! -Name withheld upon request.
minimum. Finally, the assertions that inI
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Asian Students to P~frtlclpate in
WWII 'I nterntnent Conference
by Lisa Okubu
This year Fordham's Asian
American Law Students' Association has attempted to lay a foundation for a continuing relationship of
'support and joint activities with
other AALSA's in the metropolitan
area. The vicissitudes of chance inherent in the school's admissions
policy produce an Asian student
population ranging from small one
year to n!,!ar zero the next. We feel
one way to counteract this fluctuation is to increase inter-AALSA
unity and to support goals and programs of other minority student
groups.
Fordham has joined N.Y.U.,
:Rutgers and Columbia in the planning and implementation of two
major outreach efforts this year.
In November, an Asian American
Law Day was held at Columbia,
and schoolS all along the Eastern
seaboard sent representatives.
General program goals were to increase the number of Asian
American applicants, to provide
information on the admissions process, to foster an awareness of
Asian American community legal
issues and to promote inter-school
support. The keynote speaker was
an attorney from the Asian Law
Caucus in Oakland, California,

who showed us that the need for
Asian advocates and defenders is
becoming more critical. The impact of the law on Asians and
racism and 'the law were focal
points of the address. In addition, a
panel discussion of legal career options was organized with practicing attorneys in areas of immigration, criminal law, legal' services,
clerkship and small practice, giving potential applicants. and present students insight into traditional and alternative legal practice.· Informal discussions among
applicants, law 'students and attorneys with· the purpose of
demystifying the law school experience ended the day. This last
activity was especially interesting
as individual perceptions were expressed and participants had the
opportunity to compare attitudes
and experiences at different law
schools.
The upcoming spring AALSA
event is geared primarily toward,
law students, It's tiijed Not in the
Casebook: ' Asian Americans and
the Law, _and is being held on

March 15 starting at 10:00 a .m, at
the N,Y,U, Law School in
Washington Square. The morning
session promises to be a: thoughtprovoking look into the Japanese

....

Notes on People: .

American internment during
World War II as the law confronted
American citizens. A slide show
produced by a woman who endured
the camp experience will give a
personal view of the aay-to-day life
and conditions at one camp. Next,
a pallel comprised of G.
Hirabayashi, an American-born
Japanese who defied the evacuation order and eventually lost his
case in the Supreme Court, E : Ennis, a former Solicitor General at
the Justice Departinent who was
involved in the events surroundingthe evacuation, and L. Sager,' an
N.Y.U. professor 'will give an unprecedented analysis of the head:
on collision between the Constitution and the rights of individual
American citizens . Afternoon
workshops on four areas of immediate interest are scheduled: '
the topjcs are 1) .impact of urban
renewal on Asian ' American communities with the film Save
Chinatown, 2) case background of
criminal injustice on the West
Coast of Chol Soo Lee, 3) law and·
other stFategies in the workplace,
and 4) the ' Doh •. rty v, RutgersNewark Law School case and
defending ' Affirmative Action. We
invite all interested students to attend.

'-: '

"Is' This the Pa~.ty . toWhom I am Speaking?"

Stamling Josephine Fallon (left) and Mary Barrett. Seated is Hele"
Makowski, who is retiring after 26 years of service.

/

FLS Comes in Last in
Minority Enrollment

Moot Court Potpo,u rri

. Fordham Law School has the lowest percentage of minority students of
any of the ten graduate and undergraduate divisions of Fordham University. According to a report in the January issue of Inside Fordham , of the
1098 students enrolled in the Law School, 1044 (or95.1%) are white. The remainder break down in the following manner:
Number of
% of Total
Racial/Ethnic Group
Students
Enrollment
0
0.0
American Indian
Black
17
1.6
Asian
23
2.1
0.2
Hispanic
2
Puerto Rican
12
1.1
By comparison, Fordham College is-85,7% white, the College at Lincoln
Center is 73,1 % white and the Graduate School of Business Administration
is 93,8% white, The University enrolled 2,544 minority students representing 19% of the total enrollment and 21.8% of the undergraduate enrollment.
The report noted that racial and ethnic identification is self-reported by
students at registration and that no attempt was made to independently
verify the information,
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First Year Arguments
We attended first year oral
arguments last week and were
very impressed by the emerging
professionalism -of those we saw
argue. Afterwards, we asked them
what they thought of tlieir first experience as advocates.
"We had heard rumors that we
would be intimidated and that the
judges would be nasty, but this
turned out not to be the case," said
Alan Winkler. "Oral argument,"
Yuriko Tanabe added, "was more
fun than writing the brief and a lot
less agonizing."
The experience reminded some
that law school was not eternal and
that one day soon a client would be
counting on them . "This exercise
was less abstract than my other
- law school work ," explained
Winkler. "I felt as though I was doing something that mattered."
Jessup Update
The Advocate went to print

1980 The Advocate, Fordham University School of Law, Room
048A 140 West 62nd St., NYC 10023. Letters should be typed, triple
.spac~, and in Strunk ~nd White style, ~eadline: March 24.

Looking back over the five months they have spent on their briefs
and arguments, the team had some
useful observations. "Interna·
tionallaw is unique among the subjects I have studied," said Tom
Fuerth. "When you research inter·
national law, you can't run to a
Shepard's or a key word digest,
and cases are less important
sources of law, so the research
challenge is unique."
"Writing the .riefs ," O'Connor
said, " involved a tremendous
amount of work, but I (think now
that it was worth it. I got

something from Jessup that I
didn't get from working on the international Law Forum or from
classes." Every 'team member
concurred with O'Connor's asSessment of the hard, but beneficial,
work involved.
The team was optimistic about
its chances. Fuerth said, ". feel
confident we will win, particularly
after seeing the other teams'
briefs. "
Wagner Update
The Wagner team - - Karil
Nowak, Virginia Phifer, Jack
Hughes <respondent> and Dan Gibbons, Bonnie Grigoropoulos, Andrew Heller <petitioner) - have
spent the last two weeks _boning
their oral arguments for the competition, March Zl-29 at New York
Law SchooL
-John Newell

r-------------.- --------------------------,
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Hot & Cold Sandwiches _
16 W. 6Ist St.
between Broadway & Colu~bus

Breakfast served 7 'at:" - 11 am
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before the Jessup team members
argued, but we talked to them last
week after a practice session with
Professors Chiang, Sweeney and
Teclaff. "They really worked us
over, but that's what we wanted,"
said Bill O'Connor. "We won't
argue before a Jessup panel that
knows more than these guys."
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BA LSA Dz'1J!ner
continued from page 1

he "iooks forward to getting out
and doing some good work."
Following the presentation of the
award, Cornelius Blackshear '71
discussed the value of 'a Fordham
education. He noted that the excellent training received at Fordha~ prepares the student as well
as, "and probably better than,
other law schools-including the
big names." Blackshear stated
that graduates must take an active
role in attracting students to Fordham because of the fine education
Fordham offers.

STUDENT BAR ASSOCI
I

Wi!? (

For President Sullivan or Leo "
J

"holos by B . Werbin

JOliN LEO
Many organizations and groups
make up Fordham Law SchooL
The job of the SBA and its President is to back and support these
groups by either wearing the hat of
an initiator or of a supporter.
Organizations such as the U r ban
La w Jouran!. Il)te rnational La \\,
Forum and the Moot Court Board
are autonomous bodies but ,e ach
has particular obectives it would.
like to achieve that WOUld. benefit
the Law School and its students.
The SBA should l?e able to look at a
particular objective, then step
back and say yes, that is a good
idea and thus support and work
with that particular organization
to achieve the objective for the
benefit of all. For example, the
Moot Court Board may want to
enter Fordham in an additional
inter-school moot court competition, but not have enough funds to
do so. The SBA should be willing to
work with the Moot Court Board in
proc,uring the necessary funds .
The SBA should be ttie initiator
of action in matters of Placement,
Administration, Curriculum and
Distraction.
Given the legal job' market
presently one professional person
alone in the Placement Office can-

John Lt'o .

not adequately render assistance
to students in the search of leg;t!
careers. In this regard the SBA
should seek the hi::-ing of an additional professional placement person. The SBA should continue its
ongoing battle with the University
for a larger share of tuition dollars.
SBA has a definite role in providing distraction from the everyday law school grind in the form of
social events, intratnurals, guest
speakers and the ...support of such
organizations as BALSA, Fordham
Law Women, The Advocate and
the like.
Thank You.

Marybt'th Sullivan

MARYBETH SULLIVAN
The Student Bar Association is
currently in better shape than it
has been in many yeal"s. For it to
continue to operate effectively, it is
imperative that the next SBA
President have the diverse skills
and practical experience that are
required to run a large volunteer
orgarrlzaion. I think that, based on
my past work experience and my
involvement with the SBA since
the beginning· of my first years at
Fordham, I am that person.
Over the past two years and
especially this past year during my
tenure as an executive officer, the
SBA has initiated new programs
and has finally begun to develop into a more efficient, useful
organization. This development
and growth must continue. Our
SBA shbutd never be allowed to
revert to its former identity of being
solely an exam-duplicating, partygiving group. We need a stUdent
government that functions as the
student's voice to the administration, an SBA that works to alleviate
the tensions wi~n the University

system which arise out of Rose
Hill's treatment of the Law School
as its bastard child and an
organization that addresses itself
to the many difficulties associated
with attending a commuter school
in a large urban area.
During the time spent working
as the Executive Director of a
large non-profit organization, I
developed various skills which
have proven to be invaluable when
<Then
dealing with bureaucracies.
.
goverment, now JesUit). My work
experience taught me the most effective methods of getting things
done and avoiding the maze of
bureaucratic forms and official
run-around. I learned the best
ways to deal with many problems
similar to those which the officers
of the SBA face daily, namely how
to get the best results with the
smallest expense and how to
manage budgets so that these expenses can be met. Based on these
skills and my knowledge of the
workings of both the SBA and the
University, I think that I am the
most qualified candidate.
I am not promising that
miraculous changes will occur if I
am elected. Rather, I am saying
that, if elected, I will continue to
develop the SSA into the most
useful and effective organization it
can possibly be. No-I won't promise that the xerox machines ,will
. always work, that the pinball
machine will never eat another
quarter or that every book you look
for in the library will be in its proper place. My promise is simply
that, if elected, I will work to im~
prove the communication systems
at the law school, to strengthen our
relationship with our "parent"
university, to operate the SBA as
the voice of the law students and,
of course, to throw some great parties along the way.

Treasurer: Foley ·

Me LADE'S
)~eW

PUB

154 COLUMBUS AVENUE • NEW .YORK, ·N.Y•.
Phone: 174-9631

BRIAN FOLEY
My main concern is the attitude
of the law student of Fordham Law
SchooL Due to a feeling 'of resent. ment and frustra tion there is an
absence of enthusiasm and optimism amO!lg the students. As the
treasurer of the SBA I will be able
to budget the fi9ancial resources
required to create a more
pleasurable and profitable setting
for the student, increasing one's
access· to both future employment
opportunities and present social
activities.
.

8rian Foley \

Fordham Law Women thank

MAESTRO
58 West 65th Street

I

for helping them get to '
The National Conference on Women
\

.
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puryand
the Blockheads
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.t rION ELECTIONS
V.R. -. Gribetz or
GAIL KELLY
Anger, Irritation, and Resentment are but a few of the feelings
that I share with many classmates
toward daily existence at Fordham
Law School. It is in response to
these feelings and a strong conviction in the student body that I
decided to run for Vice-president of
SBA. Although, I am not so unaffected to preach a transformation of
attitudes, I will urge a concerted '
effort to meet with greater success .
the concerns and requirements of
the Fordham Law Student. These
concerns include a determined attempt at rerouttqg Law School tution to Law School programs and
not supplementing the ' undergraduate school; a greater effort

and monetary boost to the objectives of the Placement Office and a
stronger cooperativ'e effort with
the faculty and administration to
recognize, acknowledge and deal
with the interests of the students.

---

This past year I .w as honored by
being elected to represent my class
as a member of the Student Bar
Association. The Student Bar
Association's purpose is to serve
the students, its goal to mak(' Fordham Law School a better place
both academically and socially.
This past year the Student Bar
Association showed potential to accomplish those ends. ilow\:::Y'er, not
enough changes were made. The
reason for this is because I found
that there is a deficiency in communications between the faculty,
administration and the students.
We must construct new channels of
communication. The' new mail
boxes are potential channels but
the key to their success is' coordination and organization. Coordination and organization are the
keys to maintaining any form df
communication among a ' ('0'11munity of over 1,000 people and
these are the talents I feel i .could
bring to the job of secretary.
The communication g..;:, at r' ord,ham Law does not only encompass
faculty, administration and student relationships but includes
relationships solely ' between the
stUdents. The opportunities for day
and night students to meet are infrequent. This must be changed.
On February 14th I and the other
first year representatives coordinted a Valentine's Day Tang,

SID GRIBETZ
I have been asked why I finally
decided to fUn. for SBA office.
When Willie Sutton waS asked why
he robbed banks, he replied,
"because that is where the money
,'~:~

Secretary: Murtagh .
ANNE MURTAGH

~elly

Gail Kelly

That was the first time I saw a
substantial number of day and
night students together. We must
encoura~e interaction between day
and night students for it would
prove to be a mutually beneficial
eX[leI'IelK~ both
and

Anne Murtagh

socially. It's about time we all
unite,. share idf!~~, mllke chan~es
and give of our tCi.el.LS u~ld time to
make Fordham the best law school
in New York. As Secretary, I will
inform you of just bow you can do
this, how you can get involved, how
our efforts can be unified and how
you are being served by the Student Bar Association.

VOTE

out. "Wake Up and Make Love"
was the same song in both incarnations, but the Stiffs Live version
seemed only a typical Sunday morning ("I'll go and get the Post! And
make some tea and toast.") for
any married coupl~ in the world.
Funny thing, though: it was still
fun.

by KJ Nolan

Last summer saw the first single
by Ian Dury and the Blockbeads, a
whimsical salute to the pleasure of
pain entitlted "Hit Me With Your
Rhythm Stick." The record was a
smoothly
produced nearEurodisco riff punctuated by some
well-placed guitar/synthesizer
bullets and Dury's by-now characterisitic vocals. "Hit me! Hit
me!!" he screamed until he'd
made it fairly obvious that he
wasn't just talking about dancing-a necessary distinction, since
dancing seemed to be the point of
the lyrics. The B Side of the single
found Dury slipping into a thick
cockney accent and musing that
"There Ain~t Half Been Some
Clever Bastards," such as Van
Gogh, who "was an eyeball
-pleaser/He must've been a pencil
squeezer/He didn't paint the Mona
Lisa/That was an Italian geezer."
It was a telling package; the New
Ian meets the old Ian, arid the confrontation proves that they're the
same little guy after all.

Sid Grihetz

is." Well, the SBA is where our
money is. The time has come for
Ian Dury and the Blockheads
'tqat money to be spent responsiv€··
first came to American ears as
ly, to support meaningful student
part of the 1978 Stiffs Live anactivities. For too long we have
thology. The set was cull~ from a
witnessed the petty quibbling on the
British tour that featured Dury,
-SB~ when responsible groups seek
along
with Elvis Costello, Nick
funding. A broader range' of more
Lowe, Larry Wallis and Wreckless
extra-curricular
acsubstantial
Eric. Dury fronted two cuts, a
tivities will give some depth which
music-ballish story of a fUJi-loving
is often lacking in the Fordham
lad
named "Billericky Dickie,"
legal education. Groups should not
and
a
straight ahead rocker called
be required to finance informa"Wake Up and Make Love." Ian
tional programs through raffles,
also fronted the album's closer, a
for example. I'll ensure greater
full-cast rave up of his "Sex "
support for meaningful extraDrugs " Rock " Roll." These early
curricular activities.
performances found Dury snarling
I also pledge to work hard to efout his lyrics in a proper Punk
fectively represent the study body
style, and this left listeners unin the operation of the SBA. The ad~
prepared for the studio sound of his
ministrations of the university and
first album, New Boot and Panties.
espeically of the Law School are
New Boots featured all three of
open to student input. Student- ·
the Stiffs Live numbers, and oUiers
f"culty groups have worked
of a sinlilar vein. This time
together in the past to Jmprove
areas such as curriculum plann- ' though, Dury's vQcals wer~
restrained, half spoken and even a
ing. Nevertheless, not much has
bit polite. He came off like nothing
. been accomplished, despite the
more than a gentle, middle-aged
good faith efforts of past Executive
working-class Dad who ,liked rock
Boards. Everybody ,seems to be
"roll as much as darts at the local
working through committees th~se
pub. It wasn't too much of a surdays. I needn't remind you of the
prise to find out that, except for the
old saying that a camel is a horse
middle age, that's what he was. A
formed by a ·committee. We need
closer listen to New Boots revealed
sm06ther administration and I'll
something more. The Stiff anstrive to eliminate much of the red
thoiogy had given the impression
tape that is tyiug up { ordham.
of
a boozed-out tough staggering
. Those of you who know me,
out of the pub to pick a fight with
through my work on the SBA this
the first skinhead he saw. The
past year, or through my irsofter
vocal and cleaner inreverent questionings · in class,
strumentation of New Boots made
know that I won't let bureaucratic
it easier to follow the lyrics and it
technicalities get in the way.
turned out he was really chroniclI'll De vigilant to prQtect our
ing the Iife{)fa Mr. Nice Guy who
rights, but I've also got a sense of
loved his father, watched over his
humor. As -Ed Finneran said,
kids and liked an occasional night
"Sid's a natural. "

I

The second B,ockheads album,
Do It Yourself. took Ii new musical
tack. Dury, like a number of lateSeventies rockers, was intrigued
by the possibilities of disco in the
right · hands, - and the musical
tracks are the first full Rock-Disco
experiment. A few punks-Blondie
is the obvious example-wet their
feet with a track or two, but.the
Blockheads revised their whole
sound. Some viewed it as selling
out~ while o~ljS.preferred to think
of It as buymg m. Through it all,
though, Dury maintained the
e~eryman persona he'd established on the first album. This combination of slick blu~yed funk
(Remember Silk Degrees?) and
celebration of the simple turned
out to be something really unexpected~co with a quiet, almost
self~ffacing charm.
Dury still sings .in a subdued
croon'1hat emphasises the subject
matter of his lyrics. In "Quiet," he
plays the role of the beleaguered
parent trying to put the ki4s to bed.
He lOoks at his world and comes up
with "This is What We Find" a
complacent number that refu~ to
view comfort as boredom. It could
get tedious very easily, but the
listener's interest is held by a con$r&st with the streamlined dance
melodies to which he's set these
lyrics. Dury's fascination with
disco is forgivable-refreshing,
even-because it's so much fun to
see this ordinary guy indulging
himself in lush production and
funky musicianship.
Do It Yourself is by no means a
pure disco album. Indeed,. the
album's high point on Side Two
goes beyond disco. A carefully
mixed set of four cuts begins with
the same slick idiom established
on Side One, picks up a slight edge
for . the enjolYa~ly silly "Uneasy
Sunny Day Hotsy Totsy," and .
slides into some stunning guitar
riffs,and a straight rock" roll beat
for ."Mischief. " The whole thing
culminates with "Dance of the
Screamers," in which Dury, now
fairly manic with gathered energy,
brings the band to a furious peak.
It ' is a powerful quartet of songs
that leaves the reggae-ized I
"Lullaby for Franci/es" sounding
like'the afterthpught it probably
was.
continued on paRe 6
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- Advertisement ~

"
BAR EXAMS
AREN'T LIKE
.LAW SCHOOL
·E XAMS
,
Knowing how to write answers th way Bat Examiners want to see them written can mak ... th ...
crucial difference . Why not get th ... fe ... 1 of 16 Bar Exam questions before the June . 1980 pr ...ssure.
Hundreds of students from Fordham Law School have been convinc('d that what they I('arned
at THE KASS PROBLEM ANAl.YSIS CLIN ICS was essential to their su('c('ss in ~(' Bar Exam.
Why not ATTEND THE FIRST CLIN IC
ABSOl.UTELY FRt; E
onJune 15th . 1980 and
see for yourself.
Six Sundays. staningJune 15 . 1·4 pm. in th .. N.Y. Hilton Hotel. 6th A~(' . at 53 St. . NYC. FEE: $95.
Und ... rgraduates can att .. nd our Jun .. 1980 anclJune 1981 sC"ri('s on graduation . upon paymC"nt
of only on ... f.......
A Total of 16 different. very difficult essays will be covered in k ach series.
For further information . contact aRent Jame.~. T . Kille;lane or KASS PROB-

LEM ANA LYSIS CLINICS . 27 William Str('p/. NYC IWh:3 -2690)

,.
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TAVERN
ON I. THE
GREEN

Central Park' West at 67th Street
Supports Fordham Law Women

..
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Ruth Whitehead Whaley
~.

For most of, .US, ~eceiving a
L.L.B.
from " " Fordham
represents tlfe_ s.J.Iccessful
culmination of the three year
trauma that is law school. For
Ruth Whitehead Whaley '24, it
meant much more. In an age when very few women and probably fewer Blacks went to law
school, she was the first Black
woman-to graduate from Fordham Law School. Passing the
Bar and starting to practic7
were also more significant for
' Ruth Whaley. She was the first
Black woman to practice law in
, New York State.
Several years after passing
the New York bar, Mrs. Whaley
decided-for" what her son calls
"sentimental reasons"-to take
the bar of her home state', North
Carolina, She passed; becoming
the first Black .woman to pass
the North Carolina Bar, She
was also a member of the
Federal Bar, was ' certified to argue before the Supreme Court
and argued before the Second
Circuit Court of Appeal~ many times,
For twenty-odd years following her graduation from Fordham , ,Mrs, Whaley had a
private practice in downtown
Manhattan. Though her practice was general, she was
regarded as an expert in civil '
service law, and won several
landmark cases in that a,rea.
Ruth Whaley left her private
practice in 1948 when she was
appointed Commissioner of
Housing and Buildings for the
City of New York, by Mayor
O'Dwyer. He was Commissioner until 1951, when Mayor
Vincent Impelliteri, a Ford-

Blockheads
continued from page 5

The whole concept is neatly summarized in the Blockheads' current single "Reasons to Be Cheerful (Part 3)." ~, year or so after
Blondie scored with "Heart of
Glass," the Blockheads came up
with this record, the second major
Rock-Disco crossover hit. A
relentless drum beat, sultry tenor
sax solo and some hot funk guitar
licks have made "Cheerful" a success with the 'KTU crowd, but it's
still good old Ian and he's still g~t 'a
thing for simple pleasures ("Seeing Piccadily /Fannie Smith &
Willie/Being rather silly and porridge oats") and his vocals are still
quiet, ' matter-of-fact-conversational. You'd assume the band's
chant of "Why doncha get back into bed" to be sexual in any other
context, but here it seems nothing
more than Ian trvinll to face ,

#

-

ham classmate, appointed her
Secretary of the Board of
Estimate. In addition to these
jobs with the City, Mrs. Whaley
was very active in Democratic
politics and served on the Admission Board of the Greater
New York Fund,
Ruth Whaley was a member
of various professional
organizations, including the
New York Women's Bar, New
York Lawyer's and National
Bar Associations, _She was ,a
leader among Black women of

., ... .

', .

" .

-

before her death in 1973, and a
son, Herman, who is Field Office Director for the New York
Department of Commerce,
Ruth Whaley received an
Honorar.y Doctorate of Humane
Letters from her alma mater,
Livingstone, College (in
Salisbury, North Carolina). In
October, 1977, she received the
first BALSA award, given to an
alumna "in recognition of service .to the community."
Because she was. too ill to accept the award,herself, her son

.

her day: founder and first
President of the Black Business
and PrOfessiona L Women 's
Club, Mrs. Whaley also served
as Vice-President of the National Council of Negro Women.
She was listed 'in Who's Wh<>- in
A merican Women. Who's Who
in the East. and The Dictionary
of International Biography.

Although mani of Ruth
Whitehead Whaley's contemporaries found it necessary to
choose between career and
family, she did both. She had a
daughter, Ruth Whaley Spearman, who taught with the New
York City Public School system
another day.
And it works. Dury grafts everyday life onto disco flash and makes
the mundane exsiting in a genre
dominated by hacks who are
unable to make the exciting ex,
citing. Rockers who feel obligated
to give the author of "Sex & Drugs
& Rock & Roll" a chance find
themselves liking a disco record in
spite of themselves.
"Cheerful" does not appear on
Do 1t Yourself. which means that
the success of the former won't
necessarily boost sales for the latter. This is a shame. Do It Yourself
is the product of a canny and sane
rocker who can use a studio
without drowning iIi it, and who
makes everyday life fun again.
You'll be hearing from him .
(Note : A small, number of copies
still have the "Rhythm Stick"
bonus single. They are labeled, and
are worth looking for . They won't
be around much longer.)

'
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by Norma Ruiz
The Puerto Rican Law Students
-Association was born in the Spring
of 1975. · The idea of forming
PRLSA grew out of a recognition
tLat . there were too few Hispanic
Students at FLS. That ),ear, the
first year G.lass (both day and evening divisions) boasted four '
Hispanics - okay, maybe five.
Realizing
that
perhap,s
Hispanics were not applying to the
law school because of misinformation or misconceptions about the
quality of the legal education at
Fordham, Jaime Reyes, Edmund
Cardona and Nelson Guzman
founded PRLSA. They immediately launched a publicity campaign
aimed at recruiting college
stud~nts. Thereafter, PRLSA par,ticipated in Law Day at various
law schools, sent news releases,
visited college campuses and appeared on radio and T.V. Spanishlanguage talk shows hailing the advantages of attending FLS. Well,
the campaign must have worked
because in the next entering class
there were nine Hispanics.
Since then, PRLSA - now known
as LALSA (Latin American Law

Students AssociatioIi) - has cosponsored LSAT Clinics, participated with the Harl~m Lawyers
Association and BALSA in a free
outdoor Legal Clinic, operated a
Legal Referral Center in conjunction with Accion Civica Evangelica
(an association of Hispanic churches), I helped' form a National
PRLSA and sponsored forums at
FLS of interest to the general student body as well as submitting articles to The Advocate from time to
time:
Gaining admission to the law
schools' remains our primary concern, especially NOW , in view of
the fact that there are only fifteen
Spanish-surnamed students in attendance in both divisions.
Moreover, we attempt to expose
students to careers in public interest work, as well as the traditional fields. Notwithstanding the
field- studentS seek to pursue, we
try to)mpress upon our members
the need to serve the Hispanic
community, whether it be within
the chosen field of endeavor, as an
advocate for 'their constituency or
outside the field in voluntary service to the community.,

Ruth Whitehead Whaley
Herman accepted it for her,
Two months later, Ruth
Whitehead Whaley died. _
The life and accomplishments '
of Ruth Whitehead Whaley are
a tribute and inspiration to her
race, her sex, and to Fordham.
BALSA's decision to name its
annual alumni/ae award in her
honor is cer~inly appropriate.
(See page one) When he
presented this year's award to
Justice James H. Shaw 'SO, Herman Whaley said, "of all the
honors my Mother could have
,and did receive, this would have
meant the most to her."
-G.M.M.

A dmission Free (Tickets requ'ired) _
Call David Hayden . 355-2200

~~.",.~~9'N

THURSDAY, MARCH 27, at 3:00
in the Lowenstein Chapel, Room 221
Sponsored by Campus Ministries, Rm. 217

last month's Advocate
is put together correctly
on the ILF office door).

From the Dean for
'SUPPING ON THE SUPP.: Bob Gaynor 2B, ~ook first place in Fordh~m 's
nth Animal Law Book Eating Contest, sponsored by West Publishing.
Bob is ~how~ h!!re eating his way to the Gold in the Fed. Supp. Competition. Bob also took a Bronze in the grueling Supreme Court Reporter division. Said Bob. "Those Rehnq~ist opinions are the hardest ~o swallow:"

!
1

Y~.~1~0~0~22~~

Director of Peace Studies Institute at Manhattan College

appeared on page one of

calling The Advocate
a "subyersive rag."

SUPPORT
To all citewinnersGeorge Maniatis
Ludmila Kaniuga-Golad
William Gillespie
Howie Konar
Please come to The Advocate
offic; on Tuesday. March 11
at 12:30' p.m . to claim your
prizes.
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YOU WHEN THE WATER I~§~
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byRobertAnderson §
directed by Dr~ ,H enry Grinberg
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Talk of the Town
continued from page 1

with which to purchase drinks. After queuing up for a $3.60 ticket, I queued up for '
drink.
Bourbon in hand, I sauntered into the
Grand Ballroom,' a large aqua-colored hall
lined on three sides by a balcony, ahd above
it, seventeen boxes-.- The room .was filled
with sixty-eight turquoise clothed tables,
each surrounded 'by tacky (to the touch)
gold vinyl chairs. The two-tiered dais stood
on the well lit, but all t09 distant stage and
above it hung a large maroon and white
"Fordham" banner.
I found my way to my table (#62 for all you
numerologists), took a seat and quickly rose
for Father Whelan's invocation. The Nationai Anthem followed.
I
Seated at my table were .(clockwise from

my left>: Bill O'Connor, wearing a grey
NBO pinstripe suit; Susan Eisenhauer,
displaying a chartreuse HalsUm jumper;
David Vaida, wearing a brown Paul St\.1art
three piece suit; Bob Patterson, our lame
duck SBA President, who had rented a
green polyester tuxedo; Marybeth Sullivan,
wearing a Diane Von Furstenburg
"original"; Val Henry, wearing a blue
Hickey Freeman blazer with contrasting
grey slacks 'and Gwyneth MacKenzie Murphy, who was decked out in a Mr. Blackwell
gold lame evening gown.
Now for the bad news. Our afternoon
repast began with a spli~ pea soup, the likes
of which was last viewed at theatres around
the c~untry in the box office smash, The Ex,
orcist. The peas" if they had ever come in
contact with the soup, had' been pureed into
obscurity and one could not help but be overwhelmed by its distinctly chickeny taste.

OF 1981

SECOND SEMESTER
.
,

(

DISCOUNT

Marybeth Sullivan, who wisely tefused to
partake of the soup, added that it was "too
thin." F. Lee Bailey, the guest £peaker, arrived after tfle soup plates had been collected arid-word quickly spread throughout
'the room that he had inside information concerning the soup's preparation. <I have inside information that Bailey spent the morning traipsing-around Queens.)
The rolls and ; butter, however, were
almost unanimously praised. Ms. Murphy
dissented 'on account of "staleness."
The -entree, "Breast of Chicken Normande" was disguised as a drumstick and
thigh. In fact, it was ;i boneless breast of
chicken with part' of the wing lef~ intact,
baked in a medium to heavy light brown
'sauce. Suffice it to say that w"'P.ll the waiter
offered our table an extra P'll"tion, there
were no takers~
The chicken was accompanied lJy'''Glazed
Spaetzel" and "String Beans Orient.d" ." I
didn't know that spaetzel could be glazed, '
nor do I know why anybody would want to,
However:, it's a moot point, since this spaetzel was not glazed, but was in fact terminally doughy. Some of the spaetzel was not
" doughy, but crunchy. Upon closer i~pec
tion, all of us,at Table 62 agreed that some
siiced water chestnuts, disguised as
spaetzel, had been hidden among the
doughy nodules. At first, I thought that La
Choy had decided to make 'Chinese foud
"Swing German," but since then I have
'('ome to the concluSion that the water chestnuts had defected from the "String Beans
Orientale." The string beans were adequate
and their color matched that of Patterson's
tux. Not on the menu, but on my plate, was a .
half-baked half a pear (glazed?>. The pear,
which everyone had assumed to be a potato,
_was a-pear-antly an understudy for the
, spaetzel's gJaze.

•

When you register for

fOOJabrI's

NEW YORK BAR REVIEW COURSE
REMEM,BER: The last day to save $100
off the price of your cpurse is

Monday, March

10th~

A $50 deposit will insure the savings
A $100 deposit entitles you to the books NOW.

For dessert was the world-renOwned
"Waldorf-Astoria Sacher Torte," a favorite
of Professors Byrn, Sweeney and Hollister,
It arrived and left the table in much the
same condition. Only Val Henry realized ·
that the separately billed "Chantilly" was
the spot of whipped white atop each slice.
AU agreed that the' coffee was good and
Marybeth liked her tea.
.
The service was fast. Faster in fact than
McDonald's before they began cooking to

order. Dishes full of "food" disappeared in
the blink of an eye. Most guests agreed that
this was a blessing in disguise.
After the meal came the speeches, almost
all of which were in the bawdy Dean Martin
"Roast" tradition which we have all come to
love. Dean couldn't make it, but our Dean
did an adequateimpersonation. Of particular interest was F. Lee Bailey, whose
incoherent ramblings provided me with at
least an hour of uninterrupted sleep. Before
turning in, I had already come to the conclusion that he is fixated on his Lear Jet (his,
analyst must have a ball), and loves to drop
the names of the many notables with whom
he has been associated - Sid Vicious, The
Boston Strangler and Phil Donahue (Phil

F. Lee Bailey
Donahue?) .

AU things considered, the afternoon was a
complete success (if for no other reason
than that it kept almost six hundred lawyers
offlhe streets for four hours). F, as Bailey
likes to be called by his friends, gave me a
lift to my house where I resumed my somnolence, I was only mildly disapPointed by
my failure to secure a Supreme Court
clerkship, a chimera which Gwyneth had
promised was a distinct 'possibility at such
gatherings ..

TO THE FIRST YEAR:
About a year ago, a group of first year students handed in their briefs, sat back,
and resumed their lunchtime seminar on "Why I Hate Fordham Law School."
They decided to take over the school's paper and tell a few others how they felt.
Eight issues, as many all-nighters, a broken heart and many laughs later, they sat
back somewhat satisfied and even more relieved - one i~sue to go. '
Volume XI of The Advocate concludes next month with No.9. We exceeded the
output of last year's Advocate with No.4; by now, we have set an absolute prece,dent. But our success would indeed be empty if you overrule us sub silentio by let'
ting this paper die.
You 've see!) .what we put outside our door. Imagine what' goes on ,inside.

Abullcm

<libel is our limit)
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